














We have a good story to tell, but we're not telling it. Who can help us tell the story, like the 
dissemination officers of EGI and GridPP?

- What is the target audience? General public, funding agencies, …
- Write another research paper, maybe as proceedings of the DI4R
- New journal for OA scientific computing as on-line journal by Elsevier or Springer -

"Computing and software for data-intensive physics" representative was at HEPiX.
Same holds for "Journal of Cloud Computing" (with Craigh Lee on the edboard). For 
internal citation purposes.

But we still have to provide the content. 

What would be the impact of communications?
Add testimonials by VOs and RIs/eInfras: on the IGTF web site with a logo of the endorsing 
project. Then put on the homepage and e.g. "XXXX says: IGTF invaluable for <blah>". 
Generic statement "these projects and infrastcutures rely on the IGTF: <list of logos and 
orgs>" (needs permission from these parties)
For sustainability a "Roadmap" also helps (c.f. the ESFRI one).

Aim might be to expose e.g. assurance levels and get more orgs to provide credentials along 
those, and more RPs to use them?
We can bridge countries and infrastructures - vibrant community & growing 
There is EUGridPMA/IGTF logos present on e.g. the PRACE website and the CERN SSO 
account page. 

Start writing the academic paper for impact on RIs.

Also as an example: Andrew Cormack's conten is post-processed by Jisc to result in shiny 
glossy papers.

Target audience could also be the AARC users and participants.

Create a Wikipedia entry. And some Blogs … Jens and alter BLog once in a while ;-)
Several blogs in the UK with a target of 8 posts per quarter ;-) "gridpp-storage", there's one 
for the DFN-PKI, &c 
Typically 10-20 reads per day for these blogs, including indexers. (blogging on ZFS has 
doubled read rates to ~40!)
We can also maybe blog in existing blogs by RPs - so that we get people to get the IGTF 
message and updates on new work. Blogs should be short (1 screenful, typically), have some 
graphic, and links in it.

- New assurance levels (and the 'end' of the old names) - Jens
- Onboarding of new CAs. - DarkMatter; RCauth - DavidG/Licia
- New use cases - ...

Collection of titles that we want to write something for:

- Jens and IanN to talk to SaraC on how to present the information (but she'll not have 
significant effort)

- Jules can contact PRACE-PR, but that won't be a high prio for PRACE
- SURF/SURFsara can be more helpful…

Contributors:

For a whitepaper we first need to generate our own content.
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